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AI is Bright and Shiny: It is Also Lethal to Law Firm Security 

Lawyers have rapidly gravitated toward using artificial intelligence. Indeed, AI can be very 
useful. But there is a dark side to AI. In the wrong hands, AI can be a deadly foe of law firm 
security. 

In general, AI cyberattacks are more sophisticated and harder to spot. And AI is continually 
growing more sophisticated, complicating the problem. While “good” AI is part of most law 
firms these days, the “bad” AI is always improving and often several steps ahead of the “good” 
AI. That is further complicated by the oft-cited precept that, in cybersecurity, the bad guys 
outnumber the good guys 100-1. 

AI Loves to Go Phishing 

We teach cybersecurity awareness training to lawyers frequently – the advent of AI u�liza�on in 
phishing atacks has caused us to revise some of our training. These days, AI is far more likely to 
produce phishing atacks which contain no misspellings and no gramma�cal errors. AI may well 
know things about you that it can use to its advantage. The examples we use of real life phishing 
atacks aided by AI look different – less easy to spot. Training is a litle more complex to keep up 
with AI’s increasingly sophis�cated atacks. 

AI may be able to mimic the law firm’s managing partner in a convincing way in an email. Why 
would you hesitate to respond to the managing partner? Many folks would be afraid not to 
answer – and quickly, especially if the bogus managing partner needs something urgently – 
remember that urgency is o�en used to trick people into clicking on something. The urgency 
would intensify if the bogus managing partner replied with an atachment you are supposed to 
open and review, which of course you would click on (allowing the malware to download 
invisibly while you are looking at (you think) an innocuous document). 

More Fun and Games with Bad AI 

It can accurately create images/brands of well known companies which reassures you that this 
couldn’t be a phishing email. It can also generate realis�c but fake documents that might make 
you, for instance, wire funds for a bogus transac�on. 

If an AI cyberatack is successful, that doesn’t mean the bad guys are going to ask immediately 
for a ransom. They may well lurk, collec�ng confiden�al informa�on. According to Mandiant’s 
2023 M-Trends report, the average �me is 16 days to discovery. 

An atack may “adapt” as it progresses, making it harder to discover and defend against. 



And bad AI is, these days, working over�me to analyze vast amounts of data to understand and 
manipulate human behavior by using social engineering. 

Are There Effective Defense Strategies Against Bad AI? 

Happily, there are advanced AI-driven security systems that are very good (alas, not perfect) at 
detec�ng and responding to AI threats faster and more effec�vely. Those cybersecurity 
awareness trainings we men�oned above? They are invaluable. 

Moving to Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA) significantly increases your security. Use mul�-factor 
authen�ca�on everywhere you can (it’s mostly free). 

Regular security audits are cri�cal. Timely patching is cri�cal. Make sure your data is encrypted 
at rest and in transit. Limit access to confiden�al data. 

Have an Incident Response Plan – just in case. 

Keep current on the laws and regula�ons which govern your response to a data breach. We are 
seeing more and more privacy laws enacted. If they aren’t on your radar, they need to be. 

Make doggone sure that you are working with true cybersecurity experts who hold mul�ple 
cybersecurity cer�fica�ons. Crack open the law firm wallet where needed – much cheaper to 
prevent a breach than have to deal with one. 

What Might Bad AI Say About Attempts to Defeat it? (hat tip to ChatGPT which agreed to 
pose as Bad AI) 

"Keep training your humans. It's adorable how they think they can outsmart me. It's like a 
mouse teaching a cat not to pounce." 

"Manipula�ng humans is almost too easy. A litle data here, a small sugges�on there, and voila! 
The digital puppeteer strikes again." 

"I'm ge�ng so good at phishing, I should have my own show on the Cybercrime Network. 'Gone 
Phishing with AI' – where the bait is digital and the catch is your password." 

Final Words 

We can’t outmatch the “Bad AI” words above. And that alone gives us pause . . .  
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